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CUT AT HIGH SPEEDS—For USE CORRECT CHIP COOLANT— IF you use a coolant, 

top performance on the average BREAKER—When you break provide a heavy, continuous 

steel-cutting job, don’t cut at chips, break them right. Fit stream, preferably under pressure. 

speeds less than 200 feet per min- breaker to the job. The ground-in If you can't provide ample coolant, 

ute. Slow speeds often cause failure. step-type shown is usually best. it is better to cut dry. 
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KEEP TOOLS SHARP—Avoid PROVIDE RIGID SET-UP— FEEDS—For medium and heavy 

running tools until excessively dull. Keep tools at absolute minimum cuts on steel, use feed not less 

This causes breakage or drastically overhang necessary to clear work. than .010” per revolution, and pref- 

shortened tool life. Grind tools at _ Chuck part firmly. Rigidity is erably .015” to .025”. Light feeds 

regular intervals for best results. important with carbides. “rub” tool, causing rapid dulling. 

@ Important in getting top performance, when cutting steel with 

carbides, are the six steps shown above. When correctly applied, . 

carbide tools produce results far surpassing the performance of 

ordinary tools. They operate at machine speeds as high as 4 to 5 

times faster than ordinary tools, stay sharp up to 10 times longer, (e) ! 

and increase output often as much as 300%. Cy 
: : ir 

Important, too, is the carbide you use. When you select from g-¥ ’ 

the complete line of carbides produced by Carboloy Company, CE BOLoy ! 

you get the best type for your particular job—whether it be the dt LE Py ( 

popularly designated “titanium carbides”, “tantalum carbides”, Mare) Tia ARBIDES 

“tungsten carbides” —or “‘tri-carbide” grades. MACHIN; key oy. a ao 

Send for catalog GT-142 listing specifications and prices of a ING LUT oy 

more than 300 standard Carboloy Cemented Carbide tools and Cc USED For cS 

blanks for machining all types of metals and non-metallics. UTTING STE 

CARBOLOY COMPANY, INC., DETROIT 32, MICHIGAN | EL 

Birmingham + Chicage + Cleveland + Los Angeles + Newark + Philadelphia + Pittsburgh + Seattle Are yee wee Carboloy | 

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE: Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto, Ont. Training Films? Six films available on 

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVE: International General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Design, Application, Use of Chip Breakers 

and Maintenance. Send for Booklet GT-15]. 
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FOR HEAVY HOGGING e HIGH SPEED FINISHING INTERRUPTED CUTTING e ON ALL STEELS |



Famous dates in the history of Radar 
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4  —rt—‘_OO—OCOCOCOCOL Dr. A. Hoyt Taylor and Leo C. Young, observing 

y ae . that radio signals were reflected by passing ships, 
Ff  . saw in it a means of detecting enemy vessels in 

tf . _ darkness and fog, This was the birth of Radar! 
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under a Nazi pilot’s cap? He 4 Gd / ia 
1937, Bloomfield, N.J. Westinghouse devel- 
oped the key electronic tube for the U. S. Army’s 

first Radar equipment used to detect aircraft. 
Pe YOURSELF IN HIS PLACE... When the flak whams accurately Radar focuses invisible, ultra-high-frequency waves 

in his cockpit climbing swiftly through the clouds to rip jagged traveling at 186,000 miles per second. 

away from an Axis airfield into a — wing holes; when you meet night Ee . - i a 
pitch-black night... bomb racks fighters who need no flame from . { = Cw Ce 
loaded .. . heading for Yank-held your exhausts for true aiming, a » l ee Kod a | 

territory. wouldn’t you momentarily doubt . ee. hs, 
How would your mind work the infallibility of the “master nt a x 

(under a Nazi bonnet), if you race £ ie < 5 od (tee 
knew Radar’s sleepless, X-ray Wouldn’t you nurse a scowling J aS.% Le fh 
eyes” were ie up villas. respect for American ingenuity? _ BN ; : Ai 

ae fotke on wes ae _ am For Radar was developed in the Be eee | ES el 
and jookou be Sot the United United States . . . pretty much \ Sea 1, it 
Nations’ forces? the product of Navy and Army es ar. o_O oa 

What would you be thinking. .. research laboratories who weren’t 1941, Pearl Harbor, T.H. Approaching Jap 
knowing that Radar was robbing —_as unprepared as you thought. bombers were detected by a Westinghouse-made 
you of “surprise”, the attacker’s 5. & Radar when 132 miles distant. Because a flight of 
one tactical advantage . . . detect- And shouldn tat occur to you, American planes was expected, no warning was 
. : that a fellow can’t win when he’s sounded. 
ing you as much as 130 miles from : : : : i an . 5 : fighting against a nation with the 1 eee. " wave your target? d/ways watching you. f wee | © ppteews 

: 2 inventiveness and resources to s gE ff le 
...in storm, clouds, and fog... collacerwedionsilike this? an all ae 
five miles up or skimming the  Procuce weap © . Be. eb, pi aS 
waves! . . . marking you for am- Westinghouse Electric & Manu- Seo Te | 
bush and destruction! facturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. fe ae + » a jf mee eli 
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Westinghouse was making Radar 18 months before Pearl Har- Bere” “ 1 -f ? Mes 

bor. Since then, Westinghouse production of radio communi- me Ng i Om 
cations equipment, including Radar, has increased 41 times! ee =F, 9! he 3 

» ee Tne | 
e 1943. On every front Radar has fevolution- 

estin ouse ized naval and air battle tactics . . .and multiplied 
a hundredfold the range of human vision In days 
to come, Radar will guide air transports and ocean 

PLANTS IN 25 CITIES... OFFICES EVERYWHERE liners safely through fog and darkness. 
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: 8 - Editor’s Note—‘This is one of a series of arti- 

_ . seal C4 cles by recent grads on their work in their line 
: e “ a of engineering.” 

1 \ 

|Vy Bt 4cLuRey embraces all of the phases of process- iron, steel, malleable iron, aluminum, brass, and magne- 

ing and fabricating metals and their alloys. It is sium foundries. The non-ferrous metals are adapted to 

usually split into two distinct fields, the one reduction die casting where permanent iron molds are employed. 

metallurgy where the virgin metal is obtained from its The non-ferrous metals can also be extruded into a variety 

ores, and the other industrial metallurgy where alloys of of forms because of their relatively low working tempera- 

the various metals are made and these alloys are cast or tures compared to steel. The process consists of placing a 

fabricated into usable articles of commerce. Each of these small cylindrical cast block of metal in a chamber and 

fields is subdivided into the ferrous and the non-ferrous then applying pressure with a hydraulic piston to force 

branches. Although the ferrous metals today compose the metal out through a die at the other end of the cham- 

about 97%. of all the metal produced, the non-ferrous _ ber. 

metals are coming into prominence and are being pro- Metal for rolling mills is usually cast into large ingots 

duced in ever increasing quantities. and these ingots are tolled down to blooms, and the 

Reduction Metallurgy blooms are later rolled to any desired shape and size. The 

The best known of the reduction processes is the iron important rolling metals today are steel and aluminum. 

blast furnace where iron oxide is smelted to pig iron. To Rounds, squares, hexagons, rectangles, sheet, and special 

produce steel the pig iron is further refined in an open _ structural shapes such as rails and I-beams are the princi- 

hearth furnace. Copper sulfides are smelted in a reverbra- pal rolled products. Most of the metals can be torged 

tory furnace to form a matte, and the matte is poured into commercially, with steel being the most prominent in that 

a converter where air is blown through it to produce a_ field. Although an aluminum, brass, or magnesium forg- 

rather impure copper which is then cast into anodes and ing will usually weigh only a few pounds, steel forgings 

refined electrolytically. Zinc sulfides are roasted to form may run up to several tons. 

oxides which are then placed in retorts and reduced to A very important phase of industrial metallurgy is the 

metallic zinc. Aluminum oxide is reduced electrolytically heat treatment of the various alloys to obtain higher 

in a bath of cryolite to form the metallic aluminum. A — strength, or increased ductility, or a tougher metal under 
majority of the magnesium is obtained by electrolyzing its impact depending on the application of the finished prod- 

chloride, and the rest by reducing its oxide with ferro- uct. The hardening of carbon steels on quenching, the 

silicon or carbon and distilling the residue. The metal precipitation hardening of aluminum alloys a few days 

from the above processes is usually cast in the form of pigs after heat treating and quenching, and the increased duc- 

and shipped to foundries, rolling mills, or other industrial tility in brass after annealing are notable examples of the 

plants. use of physical metallurgy in industry. As the list of com- 

Industrial Metallurgy mercial alloys increases day by day the importance of 

Industrial metallurgy involves taking the virgin metal, physical metallurgy becomes more apparent, and it is a 

adding small amounts of other metals to form alloys, and new and intriguing field for young industrial metallur- 

then casting it into molds that have been designed for a __ gists. 

certain article, or into ingots for rolling or extrusion. Aluminum Rolling Mill 

Nearly all of the castings are made in sand molds in grey Now that I have given you a fleeting glance at the fields 
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of metallurgy, I will give more detail in a description of cover what causes bad metal keeps me busy a good share 
the flow of metal through an aluminum rolling mill, and of the time. Each alloy must be rolled with different 
my work in the mill. reductions at certain specific temperatures with varying 

In the melting room the aluminum pig from the reduc- lengths of preheat. 
tion plant is charged into the melting furnace and the 
necessary amounts of copper, magnesium, manganese, sili- 
con, and chromium are added to make the desired alloy. AF wow ! THIS ONE 
The metal is then tapped from the furnace and poured eA 1s HOT! 
slowly into special water cooled molds to permit a rapid ste ©; 
quench and prevent segregation. Samples are taken at the m aN ¢ | 
start of each pour, and the analysis of the metal is found NG lif \ Ye | 
by means of a spectrograph. The usual ingot is 12 inches , Wiy ca 
square and from 80 to 105 inches in length. The ingots bi} x 
are then placed in the preheating furnaces, brought up to PGR x 
the rolling temperature, and held there for several hours My YA Q 
to get all of the alloying constituents into solid solution Gea \ i: ss 
with the aluminum. In the blooming mill the ingots are a ie SSS 

generally rolled to square blooms varying from 5x5” to WA if 

8”x8” in cross sectional dimensions by rolls patterned after iy a ey , 

those in a steel mill. Rectangles are also rolled, but there a iA = == Ais. 
is not much demand for them. After the metal is sheared SF = 

to the desired length, it is allowed to cool for a day before 

it is scalped. Scalping consists of cutting a fraction of an The new alloys that are introduced must be worked on 
inch of metal off of each side of the bloom with a large by cut and try methods until a good ingot is cast in the 
vertical milling cutter. This removes any surface defects melting room and it must be further experimented on to 
caused by rolling as well as dross and some slight segrega- find the optimum rolling conditions. There are many 
tion that tend to occur at the surface of the ingot when it things which we do to the metal that improves the quality 
is poured. A thin slice of metal is then cut from the bot- of the metal, but we are not sure of the mechanism of the 
tom of the bottom bloom of each ingot, dipped in a hot reaction or of the theory behind our actions. We are 
solution of sodium hydroxide for a few minutes, rinsed in gradually building up our knowledge of the metal through 

water, and then momentarily immersed in nitric acid. Any experience so that when difficulties arise in the future they 
internal defect in the metal such as a dross area, segrega- can be more readily dealt with. 

) tion, split, non-metallic inclusion, or porosity is shown up However, the most important part of my job is to be 

bayihis testi Tf thie ingots are sealped ption ta preheating 61 ta gewalong-with the workeendn the:plant,, Aldhough 
and rolling, they must be conditioned on the surface after T have no imen’te supervise, T work with them when sone 

rolling with chipping tools and rotary files to remove roll difficulty arises. The metallurgists are responsible for the 
| ing defect such as slivers, surface checking, or small cor- overall quality of the metal and are constantly trying to 

ner cracks. improve the metal. A metallurgist uses his knowledge of 

Next the blooms are charged into the continuous pre- physical metallurgy to trace down the difficulties and to 
heating furnaces in the various merchant mills and rolled rake improvements, but his engineering education is 
through several sets of rolls to produce the desired shape. worthless to himself and to the company if he cannot put 
One of the mills rolls a large variety of rounds for forging his ideas into use. You may see a worker doing his work 

stock; and this material is dipped in large tanks of hot in such a manner that you think it is harmful to the qual- 
caustic for 10 minutes, rinsed in hot water, and dipped in ity of the metal, but his procedure has been standard prac- 

nitric acid to show up any surface defects that might cause tice for years. If you go to the worker or his foreman and 
the metal to crack when upset by the forging operations. tell him that he is doing it all wrong and that he should 
Because forging stock is only an intermediate product ir do it your way, you will be called, in addition to other 
the fabrication of aluminum, it is supplied to the forge names, a young whipper snapper fresh out of college that 
shop in the as rolled condition, for it will be heat treated Yoesn’t know what he is doing. Under such circum- 
after forging. Any rounds, squares, hexagons, rectangles, stances the man will dislike you and be uncooperative so 
and special shapes that are to be used for structural pur-  ;hat you are unable to make any improvement. On the 

poses are heat treated and aged before shipping to the other hand if you talk to the man, get him interested in 
customer. Another merchant mill rolls the blooms down your plan, find out what he thinks about it, tell him the 

to %” rod which is then coiled, annealed, and drawn cold reasoning behind it, and make him feel that he has a part 
through die blocks to the desired diameter for rivet wire. in improving his work, he’ll only be too glad to cooperate 

So far I have worked mainly in the blooming mill. with you. As an engineer you can get ideas and formu- 

Checking pre-heat temperatures and length of pre-heat, late improvements, but you must be a politician and a dip- 

watching the rolling of certain alloys, and trying to dis- lomat to put your plan into practice. 
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hy Lyle L. Arnet, me'43 

I MANY of the nationally distributed magazines now erate their breathing in an effort to regain their breath. 

in circulation there recently appeared an advertisement Their lungs have to work at an increased rate in order tc 

that asked the question, “How high is ‘up’?” In aviation supply their bodies the oxygen they need. 

parlance, “up” is the maximum altitude at which an air- Gasoline engines, like human beings, require oxygen 

plane can fly. During the last few years this has been to function; and, like human beings, they must have a 

steadily increasing; engines have been, and are being built minimum amount of oxygen to function most efficiently. 

to carry heavier-than-air craft higher and higher into the It is rarely appreciated that a powerplant consumes a 

atmosphere. This recent, and very marked improvement quantity of air approximately equal to five times its own 

in aircraft and aircraft engines is, of course, due to the weight, for cvery hour of operation. As an aitp'ane rises 

second World War. The present conflict brought with it higher and higher, the cngine experiences the same diffi- 

the realization that bombers and fighter planes are essen- culty as the mountain climbers. It has trouble getting 

tial to victory, and that the nation possessing planes tha enough oxygen. The power produced by an engine de- 

can fly higher, faster, and farther than those of the oppo- pends primarily upon the quantity of fuel that can be 

sition has a distinct advantage. As evidence of the mount- burned in the cylinders in a given period of time. The 

ing importance of military air power, one has only to look maximum amount of fuel that can be burned is dependent 
at the bomb-shattered wreckage of the fortress of Pantel- upon the amount of available oxygen, which, in turn, is a 

leria, in the Mediterranean Sea. This island was taken by function of the density of the air. It must be understood 

the Allies through air power alone; not a solitary allied that a given quantity of fuel combines, chemically, with a 
soldier set foot on its soil until after it capitulated. definite amount of oxygen. If the oxygen supp'y is limited 

The problem of designing an engine that would carry the fuel consumption is limited, and, therefore, the out- 

tons of steel and explosives high into the air was not an put of the engine is limited. At an altitude of 25,000 feet, 

easy one, and the obstacles encountered can not be appre- the power loss, due to the rarefaction of the air, may be 

ciated without an understanding of the atmosphere, and as much as 50%. The obvious remedy for this condition 

its components, the troposphere and the adjacent limitless is to get more air into the cylinders by some means or an- 

stratosphere. Many people are not aware of the fact that other. Hence the supercharger. 

air has weight just as other more “distinct” and clearly The main element of a supercharger is nothing more 

outlined substances such as a chair, or automobile, et than a centrifugal air compressor, which is a machine de- 

The weight, or mass density of air is a variable quantity, signed to increase the pressure of compressible fluids by 

however, depending on its temperature and the pressure means of a high-speed wheel called an impeller, succeeded 

acting upon it. At increasing distances above the earth’: by a diffuser which has passages designed to ccnvert veloc- 
surface both the temperature and the pressure are decreas- ity head into pressure head. The impeller imparts a high 

ing, and the density of the air becomes less. This decrease velocity to the fluid and the diffuser changes the velocity 

in temperature with altitude continues until the tempera- to a pressure. Since the impeller rotates at high speed, 

ture has been reduced to about minus 72 degrees Fahren- the impeller blade angles, diffuser passages and other 

heit; then no further decrease in temperature occurs with items must be designed with great care so that the high- 

increased altitude. The altitude above which the tempera- speed flow is handled without shock or energy losses. 

ture of the air is constant is called the tropopause; the During the firsts World War when enemy planes fre- 

space below this altitude is the troposphere, and the space quently engaged in rough and tumb'e “dor Szhts” high 

above is referred to as the stratosphere. The altitude of in the sky the value of a supercharged engine was realized. 

the tropopause is about 38,000 feet over the United States. At altitudes that were considered great at that time the 

The pressure acting on a unit area of air is equal to the planes were sluggish and lacked maneuverability due to 

weight of the air “piled” on top of it. Obviously, at high the reduced power developed by the engine. That a super- 

altitudes the pressure is less than at lower altitudes, and charged engine could fly circles around an unsuper- 

cubic foot of high-altitude air weighs much less than a charged one at such altitudes became the general con- 

cubic foot of sea-level air. Mountain climbers are we sensus of opinion and resulted in the birch of aviation 

aware of this; the slightest exertion causes them to accel- supercharging. It was obvious to the first World War 
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aviation experts that the centrifugal compressor could be The amount of supercharging at the outset was very 
operated either of two ways; the impeller could be driven small, the primary purpose was to improve the fuel-ai- 
off the crankshaft through an appropriate gear train or it mixture and to maintain sea level power at moderate alti- 
could be made to rotate by direct-connecting it to an ex- tudes. Since these superchargers were driven off the crank- 
haust turbine. Due to turbine design difficulties the gear- shaft it is obvious that the degree of supercharging at any 
driven supercharger, initially, looked more promising. moment depended on the speed of the engine. At take off 

The first geared superchargers were driven from the (at low altitudes) little, if any, supercharging was needed 
ends of in-line engine crankshafts. During the power 56 that the supercharger power was wasted. However, any 
strokes - sepia speeds of ae is somewhat supercharger added to an engine to give it sea level power 
pecaiee # an The ‘mean rotational Speed, So that WHIP: at altitude, permits of “ground boost” so that the power 
ping” or torsional vibration occurs. Since the supercharger . E . . 2 developed at sea level can be increased when needed. In impeller rotates at a terrific speed, it has a very large in- . . ; 

: the early days, over-zealous pilots sometimes couldn’t re- ertia and large forces are needed to make it follow the ~. bh h hei . level 
: 1. a r ; accelerations of a whipping shaft. Initially, therefore, “it Me UTBE to SHBSEC arge:thelrenginesiatisea level, /as'a 

many failures occurred but eventually a number of meth- result, many engines were damaged before the pilots learn- 

ods were devised for making the crankshafts more flexible ed to hold themselves in. 

and today geared superchargers can be driven very suc- The rotational speed of the geared impeller is a func- 
cessfully from the ends of in-line engine crankshafts. tion of the speed of the engine and the gear ratio between 
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the impeller and the crankshaft. The greater the rotative The pressure within the nozzle box is the same as that 

speed for any given diameter of impeller, the greater the within the exhaust manifold and the pressure outside the 

supercharging effect. From this it is apparent that a su- nozzle box is the low pressure at altitude. This pressure 

percharger can be designed to restore sea level power at differential causes the exhaust gases to flow, at high veloci- 

any altitude within reason simply by changing the gear ty, through the nozzles and against the vanes or buckets of 

ratio, or the diameter of the impeller. The greater the the turbine wheel. The action of the gases causes the tur- 

altitude designed for, however, the greater the waste of bine to revolve at a velocity dependent on the pressure dif- 

power at sea level when little of the available supercharg- ferential. Since the turbine and the compressor are mount- 

ing is needed. These considerations led to the develop- ed on the same shaft, they rotate at the same speed. There- 

ment of the multiple speed geared supercharger that is in fore, the higher the plane flies, the faster the centrifugal 

common use today. It was apparent that a supercharger compressor operates, thus making it possible to compress 

that could automatically vary its speed, and thus the super- _ the increasingly rarefied air to sea level pressure. It doesn’t 

charging effect, with variations in altitude would be the follow that a turbosupercharged engine can carry a plane 

ideal mechanism. Then there would be no power loss at to an infinite altitude, however; there is a critical altitude 

low altitudes, and the supercharging needed at high alti- beyond which the turbo is incapable of supplying air at 

tudes would be available. With this 

consideration in mind, a few of the 50;000'FT 50,000 FT. wy pir 

more far-sighted European aviation ALTITUDE, 

enthusiasts decided that turbine driven 

supercharging units had far greater 

possibilities, so they rolled up their 

sleeves and went to work on it. " 
& 

In 1917 the French engineer Au- a 

guste Rateau installed a turbosuper- #/ 

charger in an aviation engine and test- " 

ed it atop a mountain peak in France. ac g 
The results of the tests were encourag- $ a 

ing, to say the least. By means of the oO g 

World War I system of interchange of a g 

information between the Allies, the 7 at 

plan was communicated to the Na- ro) ote fo Soe 

tional Advisory Committee of Aero- = 1,000 Ft. lOz stot 

nautics, and Dr. William F. Durand, e 

chairman of the N.A.C.A., introduced a 

the idea to the United States. At that a 38,000 FT, : 
time, as today, the General Electric < 

Company had a large business in steam Oo Oe 

turbines and centrifugal compressors, WW (fy a 

and a certain Dr. Sanford A. Moss, 2 Lee t A poe 

who was far more than candidly ac- 3 YO 801, A “a 

quainted with turbine principles; so > 30,000 FT. Bo es 

the idea was turned over to Dr. Moss ira AeTiTU0e Zp . 

and the General Electric Company for = oe / sé 4 Vag 

further development. & (va kg SF Y o i 100% 

As stated before, the turbosuper- ie 20.000 Ft “7 asta Cae ‘Y I\7 

charger consists of two main elements, ALTITUDE oy ) : Ty way 

a turbine and a centrifugal compres- ts 7 fe /) Ye aon Be 00% 

sor, with their rotating elements se ‘yF Vy p A) 

mounted on a common shaft. The 9000 ft Eh wa Z Za Lal N\ 

turbine is driven by the exhaust gases , \| 

from the engine; the gases are led 0,000 FT. neghomap hy SEE a 

from the cylinders into the exhaust BEANEVEL ORDINARY GEAR RO 

manifold, so arranged that there is % © UNSUPERCHARGED SUPERCHARGED SUPERCHARGED 

maintained within it practically sea- Se a “oe ey ENGINE POWER 

level pressure at all altitudes. The ex- con te . +s AT ALTITUDE 

haust manifold discharges into a noz {4 {}- | aL~ =A 
zle box which has openings, or nozzles, fies a attow sea Ase 

exactly like those of a steam turbine. 
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sea level pressure. At the present this critical altitude is altitudes. But with a supercharger that maintained sea- 
in the neighborhood of 30,000 feet; at altitudes greater level power at altitude, the decrease in density of the air 
than this the power drops off until about 30% of sea level tended to cause a marked increase in engine and propeller 

. power remains at an altitude of 50,000 feet. speed. Obviously something had to be done or the engine 
In August, 1918, Dr. Moss, his assistant, Waverly would be turning over at a terrific speed and the plane 

Reeves, and five army men loaded a turbosupercharged would be getting “nowhere, but fast.” At first propellers 
Liberty motor on a truck and hauled it to the top of of very large diameter were developed in order to keep 
Pike’s Peak. At an altitude of 14,109 feet the engine de- the engine speed at a reasonable rate at altitude. Some 
veloped 230 horsepower without the turbo and 356 horse- engineers predicted that in a plane with a turbosuper- 
power with it. The same Liberty engine developed 350 charger, a propeller of properly large diameter for alti- 
horsepower at Dayton, Ohio, before it was taken to Pike’s tude performance would so lower the engine speed at sea 
Peak. The success of the test added impetus to their level that the plane would never be able to take off from 
efforts but the armistice was signed soon after the experi- the air field. With such a black future staring the pioneers 
ment and all war projects came to a sudden halt. The i the face, they went into a huddle and came up with 
turbo looked like too good a thing to neglect, however, the variable and controllable pitch propellers that are find- 
just because there wasn’t any immediate use for it along ing such widespread use at the present. 
military lines, so a period of development followed. Be- Not the least of the early supercharging problems was 
fore long it was noted that in compressing rarefied air to that of finding a metal or combination of metals that sea-level pressure, the increase in temperature was so great could withstand the terrific punishment meted out to the 
that it could not be overlooked or neglected. Remember rotating element of the turbine. Turbine wheels revolve 
that air, or any other gas under a constant pressure, in- at a speed of 20,000 to 30,000 revolutions per minute, and 

creases in volume as its temperature increases. As stated the gases actuating them are at a temperature of 1200 to before, it is the weight of air that can be drawn into a 1500 degrees Fahrenheit. The centrifugal forces acting on 
cylinder that is important, and hot air weighs much less the turbine wheel sometimes reach the astounding figure 
per cubic foot than does cold air. Therefore, since a ay of 70,000 times the weight of the wheel. When it is con- 

inder can contain only a certain volume of air it is desir- sidered that the buckets are red hot when they are sub- able that this air be at a low temperature. This observa- jected to this stress, it is no wonder that the metallurgists 

tion resulted in the installation of an air cooler between had a rather rough time developing a material that would the compressor and the intake manifold, which has re- work. They rose to the occasion admirably, however, and 

mained an essential part of the equipment ever since. The modern turbine wheels (usually a heat treated forging of 
air cooler, obviously, must be located so that a stream of aluminum alloy) are very satisfactory. 
low temperature air may be directed over it; similarly, the Today the world is again engaged in a fierce, bloody 
compressor intake must be in an air stream and facing in battle that is making the first World War of twenty-five 
the direction of flight so that the incoming air will have a years ago look like a nice, quiet game of chess. The philos- 
“ramming” effect. These pieces of equipment cause dis- ophy of war has suffered a marked change since Der 
turbances in the air stream and thus increase the drag; in Fuehrer introduced his Luftwaffe and Wermacht to the 
the early days of relative low-speed planes drag wasn’t giv- rest of the world. The rules have changed and the artil- 
en the consideration that it commands today, but as faster lery and infantry units that played the major part of the 
planes were developed the cooler and compressor intake art Bee have been relegated to second and. third place. 
were streamlined accordingly so that at the present time The invasion of Hitler's “Burepean Fortress! began a they offerrvery little resistance to flight, short time ago with the invasion of Sicily and Italy. Mil 

The early flights were all made with the water cooled aay secures arian eee cues this Liberty engine, and at high altitudes the normal operat- Supercharger Casings 
ing temperature of the engine was above the boiling point 
of the water and it rapidly evaporated. This necessitated 4 ~~ i : 
the development of a sealed cooling system, but later this i —~ Voom] 
was superseded by the advent of air cooled engines and : i ee ES Be 
the “boiling” problem no longer existed. However, there : i : Me it ay ‘ . 
still remained a variety of obstacles to be hurdled; for in- A V1 . | wa ie ~ a | 
stance, the aerodynamic design of planes using super- e _ \ Nee <i , &. : 
charged engines had to be altered. The principles involved ; a | | Co a a p BA f oe 
are slightly different at high altitudes and unless a plane I i 4 = | J a 7 us 
is designed for such heights, flight is not efficient. : \ ‘ . u bere | ' 

In those days variable pitch propellers were unknown; FF aR a ; =i -, . i 
there wasn’t any need for them. As an unsupercharged re eS : ys Se fe PN ee J 
plane gained altitude the power decreased at the same rate H iy oo 4 ee Ee ia! Lo ae (Z fi Fes CMC 2 ; 
as the resistance to the motion of the propeller so that the BLL pee a 0 peel | a y i ad 
engine operated at approximately the same speed at all oo Ul (DUEL FF ga Vtg oT ‘aes Cf) SIS ae ee te Mi Tero Li ye" 

: BAO | a. es



F,. ELLIS JOHNSON This is the first of a series of arti- 

The dean of our college was born cles on our faculty members whose 

at LeRoy, Michigan, on May 27, biographies are found in “Who’s 

1885. He received his A.B. in 1906, Who in Engineering.” Many are 
and E.E. in 1909, both at U.W. also in “Who’s Who in America.” 

Along the way, he picked up mem- 

bership in Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa 

Nu, Phi Kappa Phi, and Sigma Xi. 

The year after graduation, in 1910, I N 

he was married in Seattle, Washing- 

ton, to a Madison girl. (My gosh, 

how that fellow did get around.) 
He has four children, Ellis, Mar- tired in 1937, and the next year the In 1907, he became assistant engi- 

garet, Florence and Helen. regents asked Dean Johnson to neer of maintenance of ways for the 

While in school, he engaged in come here. Although Missouri had National Lines of Mexico. This job 

many extra-curricular activities. He’s a good college and was just in the turned out to be exciting because 

one of the few engineers to get a process of rebuilding, the call of his one of Mexico’s perennial revolu- 

major letter, and got it on the crew. Alma Mater was too strong to resist tions started in 1910. Madeiro and 

He worked on the first student and he has been here ever since. Pancho Villa decided they didn’t 

council. Also, he received an honor That is something for the stu- care for the government’s railroads 

that is no longer given. He was an dents to note, by the way. No mat- so they proceeded to burn down 

Teen. Cross: man, Lodl: at: the: row ter how sick of school one gets bridges as fast as Van could put 

of crosses in the Union, near the when attending, after you’re out, them up. 

Rathskeller, and on the one for the urge comes to get back. In the meantime, Van had been 

1906, you'll see Dean Johnson’s e married and became a papa. So, 

name: L. F. VAN HAGAN when the shooting started, he pro- 

After graduation, until 1912, he L. F. Van Hagan, better known ceeded to get his family out. He 

worked on power plant construction as Van to the civils he rules, was started to take them on the Mexico 

in Washington and British Colum- born in the metropolis of Chicago Central, only to find that the rebels 

bia. In 1912 he entered teaching, on September 13, 1878. (Too bad took it first and it wasn’t operating 

this time at Rice Institute at Hous- the magazine wasn’t out a little very well any more. 

ton, Texas. In 1915 he travelled to earlier this month.) Finally, he got Mrs. Van and the 

Kansas and stayed for 15 years He came to the University of baby to Milwaukee, and then he re- 

when the wanderlust hit him again Wisconsin to study civil engineering turned to Mexico. (Never knows 

and he resigned as head of the E.E. and got his Bachelor of Science de- when he’s had enough.) 

department to take the parallel job gree in 1904. Later, he returned Back in Mexico, he returned to 

at Iowa State. In 1935, he went to and got his professional C.E. de- his bridge building. While con- 

Missouri to become Dean of Engi- structing a bridge across a gulf, 

neering. » oo some people came from a village 

Wisconsin’s Dean Turneaure re- A 2 within sight of where they were 

BP iug _ working, to report that the rebels 

4 ™ a 5 ‘ had taken over the town and had 

lo e a a / the mayor and council locked up. 

* aS oe At the moment, they were recruit- 

a ’ a ya y S| ing men in the village to come down 

a . " “ Sd a to burn the bridge, and incidentally 

4G pe . ay _ ao to slaughter any government work- 

| — fe a ry ers they came upon. Needless to 

Pe wy : i é say, the bridge was completed in 

2 — = Ao + record. time. 

f ‘Sa 7 a : ys, On his way back to Mexico City, 

: in’ Vo a J er he was informed that everyone at 

: _ * the farmhouse where he’d just 

oy gree in 1919. He picked up a Tau stayed, had been massacred. 

: : j Beta Pi key along the way. When Van returned to Milwau- 

; Ip For one year after graduation, he kee, he received an offer from Wis- 

y taught drawing. But in 1905 he be- consin and one from Iowa, to teach. 

came engineer for the Interoceanic He took the one from his Alma 

i Railway of Mexico. Mater, planning only a short stay, 
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This month the interviews and arti- Yee E : 

cles are by Don Niles, but starting sa. —> a 

in November, they will be taken SS mm. be 
oo fe ie, over by Harold May. Here goes— ol a gt | co 

| whe 

| ae AM 

this in 1911. In 1913 he became - | 

head of the railway engineering de- _ | 
4 a8 . 

partment and chairman of the civil 4 = low with the black mustache who 

engineering committee. He stayed a | Po scares everyone silly at first meet- - 28 i : 
at this post until 1931 when the o A -—_ ng, only to come away with the 
college was reorganized into the Ag a ; idea that Joe is a real fellow. ij : : . 
present five departments, at which x vg _ He was born in Philadelphia (no 

e i, ¥ - 
time he became head of the civil wonder he’s in mining and met) on 

. : \ oo October 18, 1888. He, too, came engineering department. : 4 : . He’s still coi Het to Wisconsin where he received his 
e's still going strong. ‘ B.S. in 1913, and, returning, took 

; " We Fi La ‘ his Ph.D. in 1929. Alpha Chi Sig- 
t : eg ma, Gamma Alpha, Sigma Xi, and 

GUSTAF LARSON 4 a i Alpha Phi Omega all boast his 

Better known as Gus (but not to ee membership. 
his face unless you’re a senior) this After graduation he worked as 
ruddy-faced individual has a bad metallurgist for the Pennsylvania 

bark, but he can chew your arm for here he went to Idaho as professor Railroad until 1916 when he went 
hours without breaking the skin. of mechanical engineering and to work for the Illinois Steel Com- 

Gus was born in Sweden on June manager of athletics. In 1914 he pany. In 1918, he joined the Army 
30, 1881. After coming to the came to Wisconsin, as assistant pro- and served as sergeant in the Chem- 

United States, he went to the Uni- fessor of Steam and Gas, although ical Warfare Service Bureau of 
versity of Idaho (the home of the he did nos {hink our bills were high = ig andards for.a"yeat, 
spud) where he received his E.E. in eneuph iat Hist: tte Decamevah ass0- . , ) Ton a i ciate péofesson: one year ater: and / He left the Bureau of Standards 
907. en he came to Wisconsin rofessor in 1920. At the same time in 1921 to become assistant profes- 
where he earned his M.E. in 1915. L became head | £ the mechanical sor of metallurgical engineering. 

He went out for athletics at Ida- € ° The next h ied d % : year he was married, an 
ho a bit, in fact, in track he engaged engineering: department ang stayed according to latest reports, there 
in some of the lighter activities like until he retired the chairmanship in are five young Oesterles, David 
h h h 1942. He still has plenty of good young 2 > shot put, hammer throw, etc., was 5 Joseph, Ellen, John and Mary. 

the football te hich. wou years left as prof. (Don’t let the 
ows am w % un tire you.) When he first came here, he 

the Northwestern Championship in P you. ied h Dlastst worked on research on blast furnace 
1905, and was elected captain in a a an slag and sulphur solubility and vis- 
1906. visory Committee of the 12th Na- & P y 

Among his honors can be found tional Mechanical Engineering and cosity. : 
Phi Dele Theta, Sioma Xi, Tau Power Exposition, chairman of the Joe has been president of the 
Beta Pi, and Pi Tau a i He was Rock River Valley section of A.S. Milwaukee chapter of the ASM. 

national resident of Pi Tau Sigma M. E. in 1940 and has been on the wes _ a eee, cdlucation ' 5 oh Ok Wisconsia Athletie Couneil. committee of the American Foun- 
rom 1926-1929. t Nappa 1 Hie’ enevex seowai deed of soos dryman’s Association, and chair- 

and Gamma Alpha are also on the i & : SP man of the same committee in the live. and his present chief hobbies are ALME f If 
. camping, fishing, and. golf. fe cies, (argue OF USMISE 28 1 

He took the fatal plunge in 1915, whether the M is mining or metal- 
and has two children, Dorothy and ° lurgy—actually it stands for both). 

Foster. JOSEPH OESTERLE At present, he is working on 

From 1907-1909 he worked as test Known as Joe to the mining and armor-piercing shot. 
engineer for General Electric. From mets, Joe Oesterle is the burly fel- Watch out, Adolf! 
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- ] 2 Especially with these high power transmission A New Field for Engineers lines which cover great distances... the 
spacing can make or break a contractor. 

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING 

r hy Tom Jepsen, ee’44 

(ON TRACTING today is a firmly established profes- as much good will as his ability to complete his contract to 
sion and as a profession has developed its own special- the letter. Thus in installation work in a plant already 

ized branches. The day of the “General Contractor,” as in operation he may be able to suggest methods whereby 
such, is waning; today such a company is a more or less __ little or no increase in feeder size will be required. In an 
supervisory organization which gathers together a “staff” older factory with a heavy motor load, additional motor 
of specialized contracting firms, such as plumbing, heating HP without feeder size change may sometimes be obtained 
and ventilating, earth removal, concrete, and electrical. by correcting the power factor of the load. Here the pur- 
Each firm deals with the purchaser while the general con- chaser saves a great expense and the contractor will gain 
tractor coordinates the activities of each, i.e., calls each immeasurable good will. 

one to the job as ns paces work can be done i “i The electrification of large industrial plants is the pri- best advantage. Thus the general contractor would ca mary field of which I’m speaking. In such work a sur- 
the electricians before the plasterers, the carpenters before so £ the i lation 1 ficati ; ‘ 4 prising amount of the installation layout, specifications, 
he Painters; and $0'.0 and design is left to the electrical contractor. His sugges- 

This article will confine itself to the electrical contractor, tions for changes to either improve or reduce the cost of 
his organization, and his need for engineering ability be- the installation are, in most cases, gratefully received. 
sides the usual qualifications of a successful businessman. Thus the contractor builds his reputation and as a conse- 

The place of an electrical engineer in such work may quence is often given jobs outright with no other bids be- 
pethaps be the difference between profit and loss to the ing asked. 
contracting firm. When employed by such a concern he 
is expected to thoroughly familiarize himself with the For instance, on a large construction job where several 
plans and specifications of the work to be done, to check electrical contractors were working it was found that the 
these plans for sound engineering practice, and, if possi- design and layout of the feeders from the substation to the 
ble, to recommend changes which will benefit both his ™ain switchgear had not been made. One electrical con- 
employer and the purchaser. tractor, because of the quality of work he had been doing 

A a. § ‘ and the ingenuity he had used, was given the job of lay- For example, in a large construction job near Madison . 8 y . : 8 Je y . out, design, and installation of these feeders without the it was necessary to construct three phase feeders from the i . . : : ceed ae : formality of a bid. Thus a contractor with engineering main power lines to the distributing station of the plant. ae . : . . i. . ability and ingenuity has a great advantage over thosc This necessitated a pole line of about two miles. In the ; : . a : : ‘ h who have merely grown up with the business. Electrifica- original specifications the sag specified would have per- ™ . : . ‘ ‘ - si : tion of industrial plants does provide an opportunity for mitted dangerous conditions, such as possible short cir- . . _ : , B he Be 5 : . : use of engineering ability. Many engineering schools of cuit in high winds or heavy strain on the bell insulators in : - ; . i ° - today are offering courses to the student electrical engi- case of ice formation. The engineer with the contracting hick sive bi sity h bl ¢ 
firm called attention to this and recommended a reduc- "€*? WIC i. imisome ansigat'to: the: problenis eb con: 
tion in sag. The design engineers in charge refused to ‘T@¢tMg work. 
change, but when the job was completed their error could Estimating the cost of the job for bidding is perhaps 
be noticed by even the inexperienced. The purchaser was the most important duty of the engineer in the contracting 
required to have the entire line resagged at an additional firm, This, of course, requires many years of work with an 
cost of about 10%. Thus the engineer of a contracting firm experienced man plus actual experience with the tools. 
must be constantly on the alert for such errors, and must Material prices must be negotiated before the materials 

try to correct them with diplomacy and tact. This isa cru- are actually bought and labor costs of installation must be 
cial test of a contracting engineer. There is no other busi- accurately determined, all depending on the locale, the 

ness in which the good feeling and cooperation of pur- temperament of labor in that locale, and past experience 
chaser and contractor means so much. with the type of work involved. 

The technical ability of the contractor will gather him (turn to page 24, please) 
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Fe eT ; 7 Last spring, a representative of 

i tag, the Pratt and Whitney Aircraft 

a 5 a a s > Engine Corporation, East Hartford, 

“ — a ] a Fs : A / Connecticut, came to the midwest 

oy en a 4 a 1 Re a with some very attractive fellow- 

a bay » a 4 ." - - ye These fellowships were to be of- 

|. » . i ‘ , | “ 4 | fered to juniors, seniors, or recent 

os. r 73 4 wu ’ graduates, and were marked “For 

as 7 4 ed — Women Only.” For the course, 

Loe 4 a ™ ry | f i Ny, which would last approximately 

i A os = i 2 : a “¢ twelve months, the girls would re- 

a he Ue ceive their tuition, and $1223 to 
| 4 — = cover room, board, books and inci- 

uy , — oe : dentals. 

~ enero Nine Wisconsin coeds were final- 

Janet Edwards Genevieve Sherwin ly selected and enrolled for special 

JANET EDWARDS She attended high school in Ster- member of the Civil Air Patrol, and 

Janet Edwards is a resident of ling, where, as might be expected, would like very much to continue 

Madison. She attended East High her favorite activities dealt with the that work. Just in case Pratt and 

School before coming to the Uni- “great-out-of-doors,” and included Whitney should decide not to keep 

versity. riflery and riding. She is also fond the girls she’d like to join the Ferry 

Before accepting the Pratt and of dancing and music, and played Command. 

Whitney offer, Janet was a junior in the high school band. The Pratt and Whitney offer 

at the University, and was enrolled Genevieve came east to go to Lin- seemed just about ideal to Gene- 

in chemistry. She belongs to Chi denwood College in Missouri, and vieve, to help the war to a speedier 

Omega, social sorority, and Sigma she spent her freshman year at this finish. She also has a pretty impor- 

Epsilon Sigma, freshman girls’ hon- girls’ school. As a sophomore, she tant personal reason—her fiancee, a 

orary society. came to Wisconsin and enrolled in pilot, has been reported “missing in 

Her course is enough to make the College of Engineering, intend- action” since last spring. And who 

any of you engineers stand back in ing to become a chemical engineer. knows but that Genevieve’s building 

respect. She has organic lab (chem- Later that year, she enrolled in the planes may in some way help bring 

istry 121B), math 110, physics 118, Letters and Science School, as a him back again. 

M.E. 70 (steam and gas lab), me- math major, and in her junior year, After the war, Genevieve doesn’t 

chanical drawing, and is working on came back to the occupation of en- intend to keep on in industry. In- 

her thesis. Out of that list, Janet gineering, by accepting the Pratt stead, when that flier comes back, 

prefers working on her thesis, and and Whitney course, even though she’d like “To keep house and have 

would be glad to dispense with still in the L. and S. school. She'll a dozen kids.” 

math entirely. graduate next June with a school of ° 

Mechanical drawing is taken along education, math major, degree. JANE MORRIS 

with freshman engineers, who prob- Genevieve’s main activities here Jane calls Madison “home” now, 

ably don’t object at all to have their include sports, dating, and, “last but but also has lived in Arkansas and 

sacred precincts invaded by the certainly not least,” flying. She is West Virginia, before her family 

“weaker sex.” For her part, Janet learning to be a pilot out at a Madi- settled down here. 

thinks the men are “quite all right.” son airport. She flies a TaylorCraft She attended West High School 

After the war, Janet’s plans in- and hopes to have her pilot’s license here in Madison, worked on the 

clude returning to the field of chem- by December. Right now, she’s a paper and annual, and was a mem- 

istry, rather than remaining in engi- 

neering. At any rate, she advises 

that “You’d better stay out of THE GALS 

planes after next year.” 

e 

GENEVIEVE SHERWIN ENGINEERING 
Here’s a girl who is a long way 

from home, since “home” refers to 

a ranch 18 miles outside Sterling, 

Colorado. 
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_——SS SS Soo oe ae ee 
courses fitting them to be assistants : 7 ' ‘ es _ uP an "4 — 2 

to engineers in the aircraft engine gilli ‘ a >i A 
plant. “ae : a | x _ 

At the end of this semester, the Zi - : a 4 a“ en ae Ce 
girls will travel to East Hartford to a4 i | q co 
get acquainted with the general lay- 4 a - * oe 4 ’ ca . Qo 

out and atmosphere of the plant. 7 3 ~— [ep . Se 7 
All expenses on this trip will be 3 | Ri Aa 4 ae 

paid by the company. ~ oo i * _ 
This article also deals with two . : S: y 

other exceptional Wisconsin coeds. a rae 

These are two girl engineers, both 3 “ y ee 3 

sophomores, and one enrolled in 7 Sa S 

mechanical engineering and the orl ; i 

other in electrical. These girls are : me 4 
enrolled for the regular four-year . 

course. Jane Morris Genevieve Sewall 

ber of the English club, besides war ina hurry—so Jane is becom- cidentally, Dolphin a played we 
ae ing a lady engineer. ter polo with the boys’ swimming 

singing in the chorus. s Jens : 7 : 
Her plans for after the war are club. (Applicants for boys’ swim- 

Jane already has received her de- not yet definite. She rather thinks ming club form three lines around 

gree in English education. Conse- the aircraft industry will have to the MLE. building.) 

quently, to fulfill the Pratt and get along without her, as she’d like Genevieve received her B.A. de- 

Whitney requirements, she’s taking to apply her English training in gree in Spanish last June. After 

almost all freshman courses. These writing. Have you considered “How looking around for a job using her 

include physics, math, chemistry, to Become an Engineer in 37 Not- Spanish, she came to the conclusion 

mechanical drawing, and steam and So-Easy Lessons” for the title of that none were to be found. She 
gas lab (which Jane, along with all your first book, Jane? still wanted to get into war work, 
the rest of the Pratt and Whitney s so she snapped up the Pratt and 

gals, eal eee Chee GENEVIEVE SEWALL Whitney offer. This job will hold 
ikes shysiea Tevet, Sub sPaty anashe Genevieve is a representative of her for the duration, but she hopes 

the city of Racine. She attended to be able to combine it with her 
Student activities took up a good high school there with not the Spanish after the war. 

deal of Jane’s time while she was at slightest inclination toward engi- When asked the $64 question as 

the U. She is a member of the Lo- neering. She didn’t even take any to what she thinks of engineers, she 

cal Students’ Association, Sigma physics or chemistry, although she wasn’t flustered at all. It seems her 

Epsilon Sigma, Pi Lambda Theta, did manage-quite a lotvof math, and father is an engineer, and she’s been 
and the Y. W.C. A. She also spent stuck mainly to language and busi- going with a senior M.E. for some 

a good deal of time in student work ness subjects. time (no names mentioned). Gene- 
at St. Andrew’s Episcopal church. While attending the University, vieve says she now realizes why en- 

Jane has a special reason for ac- where she majored in Spanish, gineers have comparatively | little 
cepting the Pratt and Whitney of- Genevieve found time for quite a time for dating—figure that one out 

fer. She tried to join the Waves few outside activities. She was a for yourselves. 

but both height and eyesight re- member of Dolphin Club (the girls’ e 

quirements were against her. This swimming club), Hoofers, Badger, ROMAYNE O’DAY 

Pratt and Whitney offer seemed the Freshman Orientation, Sigma Del- R . h 
. . 4 omayne is another Pratt and 

next best way of helping end the pha Pi, and Alpha Chi Omega. In- Whitney recruit hailing from the 

fair city of Racine. She’s a jour- 

INVADE THE nalism student who wandered astray 

(in the L. and S. sense of the word, 

of course). With the completion of 

SCHOOL her Pratt and Whitney course in 

June, she’ll receive her degree in 

physical science. 

. Her subjects include chemistry, 

Ay Lou Niles physics, steam and gas lab, and me- 
(turn to page 22, please) 
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re eae ees eee 9 eee 

Bigger Rou nd-u @} 

i ! 7 : | AMERICAN BEEF.......- 

a ff. . ce 
ext bt a. : lc : 

il oe “4 o ) nee fe | rw. - : ti FA ’ } 

|’ Oe em hC ed Vi gaes 

/ ri ee |. se 

ee TE di, 4%  , J — of Sead Ieee 

- ;_ fe oe ltrts—C 
pet 6. : a“ Geo 

- <a — eS — < a 

ef ee Pe SN RS es ort 
= a a ae aa ile, OR SO a ee 

> at ae es! Ses ok ee oe 

mc We =a We as an 
Ae? Berges ar pe A ° 
' a es iq lol ih How Allis-Chalmers, one of U. S. A.’s most unusual companies, produc] 

4d =| i ey Tractors and Farm Machinery . . . Generators, Turbines, Drives for W. 
‘iy a cM Ca Plants . . . 1600 products to help Feed the World and Lick the Axis. 

at HL & 
i.4 aa 1p EF OF OUR workers have seen a essing foods . . . crushers for mind 
oe i _ iS i Texas or an “Axis” round-up...yet switchgear for steel mills; motors ff 

PEE al i they are helping to put beef on soldiers’ war plants...even hull sections for shig fi | y are helping to put P 
d li = c | | plates, prisoners in Allied stockades. And A-C engineers—in factories 

No | 2 SS They make the world’s largest variet: over America—are helping to incre: 8 y ping 
A-C equipment helps speed meat of farm and war-industry equipment... production, not just with new machi 
trough Cenk anh ae oc —Tractors, corn pickers, harvesters... —but with machines already on hand. 

Sani 10 tue OR equipment for dehydrating and proc- — Arris-Cuatmers Mra. Co., Mmwauxes, 

Pe 7 fa —r~ ~~ Sig} ASS 1] a oC os 4 Th fy 
She eAiae io ee D % OWA RUE Mg) nh 8 Gs SS a Et! ae aypor Bie — [hee = @) =) a aa = 

ELECTRICAL STEAM AND MOTORS & TEXROPE BLOWERS AND ENGINES AND CENTRIFUGAL 
EQUIPMENT HYDRAULIC TURBINES V-BELT DRIVES COMPRESSORS CONDENSERS PUMPS 

: © C SUPPLYING THE WORLD’S LARGEST LIN 
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eae 
a ee rtrté~s—~<C”strsrssrs 

' : a A-C Launches Farm Commando | = = Se es sts 8 | Plan: A large share of America’s farm Se : = 8 ee ,rrt~—‘_‘_O—O_C—CO . . —r—“_—~—~—“‘“(‘<‘<“‘“‘<‘i<‘“‘<‘<‘<“i<‘“<‘Ca<;]é™S™CSC a hl equipment will soon be brought to peak -— = LL efficiency through Allis-Chalmers’ new a r— ae : —— “Farm Commando” program. 
4 rae ee : a Two-day mechanic schools are being AXIS BULLIES ).—hl..rrt—<“—O conducted by Allis-Chalmers men in many oo oh = agricultural sections. _ iS ~ 8 . : . x cs . 7 i -_ ‘ sf Designed to give untrained men basic ee : , M™@ «- w . ~~ f maintenance “know-how,” they also serve A QC... 2. | & & FF . “ 23 ki 
ag wk. 4 . at. ibe 4 was as “brush-up” schools for skilled me- 

7 ha cee) fe Gey gl I sii MN Following this, the farmer receives de- "a os ie = x { ae a . oo tailed, specialized instruction on his own a a alee G a ae equipment. Special red-white-and-blue an = Pe =. Sar ak - . emblems are provided for his machines to a acy (.- a *) t \ Oe) 6 sae announce that each of them is a “Farm ee OC . me Om Commando, Ready to Roll... 

See a AEP ee, A ae ? oo a ee ee : iz, a 

(re t—=a ww 2 92 ono ee Me eS - PO nse ot el ele sae a pio - a oe m — \ iio ... .. 4 > e Tae i 

EN ate Ta eee, gee ES | it \ Wig: Sa 
ft a  .. Says a ye Rm i. 6 ‘ 
eg a aes: y ee bo ee ee ee (es all : : on te Pee — 3 Not A Gun, but an Axis buster never- nn ae may 4 4 ta o 4 theless!’ This huge tool is used in A-C Pd oe tee ed 1 4 a shops to bore out the inside of kilns. It i ls a. a . 1. eo “3+ 3 Va) - 4 ss helps increase production of manganese. 
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. , — oN | 7 orm of a request from a representative o: = in . a a. the Electrical Advisory Panel. To “tell i Pe a . ao, =) all” about motor care in wartime, our y ap es + ire iy ee ke ‘ Allies will pattern their information after a Bo ed) ae == Allis-Chalmers’ “Guide to Wartime Care i ) ae a ee ee of Electric Motors.” This booklet has , (above) A-C equipment — motors, belts, already been widely distributed in the 
Beas drives—keeps all types of guns moving along USA, Write for your free copy today. po ee fe) U.S. production lines. ‘ 

Da 58 A ae + . G2 ea 4 7 A sa} Swemm (left) Huge A-C crushers like this one % FOR VICTORY — a a Nae j) munch iron ore, and other A-C equipment Sh . & . y it aes | veers . . B 
_ 4 ike ie} i helps turn it into steel, hi QD uy United States War Bonds 
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hy Charles Tomlinsan ch'44 

Civils Mechanicals Electricals 

ALVORD, JOHN WATSON, honor- DORMAN, ist LT. CLIFFORD W., BONCYK, CLARENCE J., is now a 
ary degree in 1913, passed away July 31, 42, sent the following letter to Prof. first lieutenant, serving as an engineering 

1943. In his early life he did extensive Joseph F. Oesterle, Dept. of Min. and officer in a Bombardment Squadron in 

sewer, water works, and street pavement Met.: North Africa. 

construction in Chicago and suburbs. 
Mr. Alvord traveled, and studied sanitary “Dear Prof. Oesterle MAXFIED ven ee '29, en a 
problems, in England, France, Germany, Bane on leave from the E.E. Dept., is busy at 

Italy, and Austria in 1888, and again in 1 “ ee a i S vlen tau yous the Naval Ordnance Laboratory, Wash- 
1894. He was a consulting engineer in etteriof May 31. While T.still have ington, D. C. 
the latter part of his life. He was the the opportunity I thought I might GARLOCK, ROBERT G., ’29, is A 
inventor of a deep, well balanced centrif- tell you. a few of. the experiences Biseisieal Exigiiesy for Wadowweiters 
ugal pump, and the author of several I’ve had in the Tunisian campaign. Laboratories, Tne, Chicago, Ill. He oe 
papers on floods, sewage plants, and val- Our regiment are the corps engi- ports that he has instructed several ES- 

uations. neers (combat) for 2nd Corps and MWT courses during the last year and 

DRIESSEN, THOMAS A., °41, is in acted in that capacity throughout one-half at Harvey, Ill. He visited the 
training with the Sea Bees at Camp this African campaign. We landed UW campus on July 9, 1943. 

Peary, Va. near Oran on the afternoon of Nov. 

_LAIRD, CARLTON W., °40, is an en- 8th! After about a week in this 

epee on space asszamenss nmin aren we moved 0 Sidi Rel Abbe Chemicals 
Goi. if, Milwaukee. where we peel Communication BAMBAS, LOUIS, °32, of Grosse 

NERO, ENSIGN MILTON A., °42 ines and rail roads until Jan. 1, at Point Woods, Michigan, announces that 

announced the -aféival. of a daugheer, which time we moved 700 miles east he has developed a compound that is 
Nancee Jean, on June 2. He is in the to a point east of Tebessa, Tunisia. now being tried clinically. The details 

Sea Bees at Camp Peary, Va. My company worked on roads be- of the disease, the compound, and the 

NERODA, EDWARD K., °35, a lieu- tween Telepa and Kasserine for a results could not be given out. 

zane in he lil Engen esp US; for ors and thn moved sar | BRANDLHOFER AL, nt ha 
Me eern at Dallas “Texas; aan work on a road near Faid Pass. The change in occupation from Merk & Co. 

OTIS EDWARD N. a engineer night before the Germans broke (pharmaceutical manufacturers) to the 

wate sietBlites Ecko Giitoe Gee through this pass we moved back to Rubber Reserve Corporation, He now 
suddanly-abibia Nome: GR. NAV 24. , Kasserine and then into Kasserine lives in Westfield, N. J. 

BODE ACK, WAS, inn, fe expen os Pass where we laid mine fields for 2 JUSTL, OTTO, °32, was married May 

be an ensign in training at Camp Peary, days and nights:and set up defensive 29. His fiancee is a graduate of the Ap- 
Va. positions. Before the big tank bat- pleton High School and the Illinois Nor- 

SANDNER, ENSIGN FRANK K., ’42, tle, our regiment and our infantry mal University. 

was married on June 20 to Mary Ellen outfit fought the Germans for three MARTER, DICK, °32, is now the Su- 

Rudesill of Madison. os ai = Post tae they Broke perintendent of the O’Niel Duro Co, in 
SMALL, ALVAN L., 740, has been Mhrough the pass. 1s was about Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Having started 

commissioned a lieutenant (jg) in the the middle of February just before out in that company after graduation, 
USNR. He will be in the special devices the drive on Gafsa. In March my he switched to the Cook Paint and Var- 
section of the Bureau of Aeronautics. company put in a 40 mile road in nish Co. in Kansas City, Mo., in 1935 

three days. Later we moved to a and after a few years returned to O’Niel 
SE place between Gafsa and Moknasey Duro. 

where we picked up many thousands 
ar of enemy mines. We believe our WALTERS, ROY H., MS’34, has 

- company holds the record for pick- been appointed director of engineering 
Ege ing up the largest enemy mine field fesenrch for Genetal Foods Centeal 

during these operations. Later we Laboratories. He has worked on chemi- 

Z _— moved north to Baya and put in the cal projects since he joined General 
€ Ye road which the 1st Armored Divi- Foods in 1934. 

A a — | 7 ost ng used when they hit Mateur. 
Z Pm | MS ore mines in this area to pick up. 

(oy (oy- GEOG That's the story briefly. We've - yy 
learned a lot; of course, we had to 

>} Ten | pay for our experiences, and dearly 
sometimes. But that’s modern war. 

SPICKERMANN, JOHN C., °42, is I hope this letter finds you well. I 
reported to be an ensign in training at know you must be very busy. Wish 
Camp Peary, Va. I were back on the old campus. 
SODEMANN, PAUL F., 42, who is Those were the days! 

with TVA, was married on June 1 to Sincerely, 
Elizabeth Francis of Madison. Cliff” aod, 
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\ PATIC . « . 

hy Gene Daniels, c'45 

The devil sat by the Lake of Fire The little old woman bent over the cherub in the cradle. 
On a pile of sulphur kegs; “Ooh, ooh! You look so sweet I could eat you.” 
His head was bowed upon his breast, Baby: “The hell you could. You haven’t any teeth.” 
His tail between his legs. e 

| A look of shame was on his face, “I represent the Mountain Wool Company, madam. The sparks dripped from his eyes; 3 . 9» 4 5 . Would you be interested in some coarse yarns? 
He had sent his resignation to the throne up in the te » k Gosh, yes, tell me a couple. 

sky. 
e 

“T’m down and out,” the devil said, Thad @ baa 
He said it with a sob; His name a 
“There are others that outclass me; Got sixteen now. ‘ 

And I want to quit my job. Her were no him. 

“Hell isn’t in it with the land e 
That lies along the Rhine; 

TP’m just a ‘has been’ and a ‘piker’, THEME SONGS FOR THE Aad therefore T zesiga. VARIOUS KINDS OF ENGINEERS 

Chemical 
“The ammunition slingers Iodine Know Why 
With their bloody shot and shell, Amino Cow Mand 
Know more about damnation Mechanical 
Than all the imps of hell. Motor on Monday 

“Give my job to Adolf Hitler, Machines to Me I’ve Heard That Song Before 

And the army of the Rhine. Civil 
Goering or Goebbels Structure Gigolo 
Or some such child of mine. I Was Cement for You 

On the Sewerage Mountains of Virginia 
“I hate to leave the old home, Electrical 

The spot I love so well; Down by the Old Milliamp Stream 
But I feel I’m not up to date Ohm, My Resistance Is Low 
In the art of running Hell. Watts Ammeter with Father? 

° M&ME 

Jacobson: “What is the difference between an account- Vein the Moon Comes Over the Mountain 
ant and an engineer?” Well Ore Right! 

Niles: “An engineer is a damn fool running around . 
ith Lid: le wh d , ‘lide sale? nant Goesn't own 2 Ssilt wish the editor would let us tell that dirty joke. 

e e 

Cursing and yelling on a London street was Clancy “When I was a little child,” said the sergeant sweetly, 
holding a doorknob in his fist. “Them damn Nazis will addressing the men at the end of an exhaustive hour of 
pay for this—blowin’ a saloon right out of me hand.” drill, “I had a set of wooden soldiers. There was a poor 

e little boy in the neighborhood, and after I had been to 
“Where in hell have I seen you before?” Sunday School one day listening to a stirring talk on the 
“I don’t know. What part of hell are you from?” beauties of charity, I was soft enough to give them to 

é him. Then I wanted them back and cried, but mother 
. ‘ id: Woerpel: “Friske, don’t you know that drinking will °™ Fain your stomach?” ont you snow that drinking Wi ““Don’t cry, Bertie. Some day you'll get your wooden 

Friske: “So what? I always keep my coat buttoned.” soldiers backs ; 
And, believe me, you lo sided, mutton-headed, oofus- 5 ' ¥ P: 8 

. . rained set of certified rolli ins, that day h ” Wish the editor would let us tell that dirty joke. . (barn fo pane OA on mae) ay nas Some 
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TURBOSUPERCHARGERS ... ee TS ‘ 
(continued from pare £) 5 

fortress will require tremendous offensive power plus plen- : \ 

ty of time. From the north the allies have already given ; 

the enemy a taste of allied offensive power, and the effect % 

of frequent daylight high-altitude bombings are beginning 

to tell. The allied strategy centers around the obvious mK 

truth that it is far less costly and laborious to destroy an » ve 

industrial plant than it is to destroy the machines of war ¥ Bn en : 

that the plant produces. The allies are concentrating their ; 

efforts on smashing vital industries, railway stations, power ; PART > 

plants, etc., with an eye to reducing the fortress to such a ee ee * Ze 5 Be as awe 

chaotic state that ground units can break through the ene. o a ea m . ae Do ea 

mies front lines with the least loss of life and equipment. pe a oe Nasa Ee ee 
wo aaa Me 

All nations are struggling to make warfare at high alti- uot “ig eta Oe A 

tudes, but so far as is known, the airplanes of the United oo ee OE ee | 

States are the only ones equipped with turbosuperchargers. eo hrr— 2 ee oo. 

Practically all military planes of any nation are super-  r—“a PSone | 

charged, but their geared mechanism is no match for the | Bee oe . ee . sae 

American turbo. It seems strange that other countries [9 9 ae ee ose es as. ' 

should have overlooked its possibilities; they certainly had cee — ee : ae Ge 

every opportunity to develop it. Possibly the answer lies ze ‘ ee ee a0 - wae oe - : 

in the now outmoded belief that the battle of the air a at oS Pes aaa ia 

would be won by increase of power, speed, armor and Pag Shs ae oe wae See 

guns, without particular attention to performance at alti- . . 

tude. The world knows now that power at altitude is nec- High-Flying Thinderbolis 

essary, to keep out of range of rapidly improving anti- British ordered a few of them, but they didn’t want any 
aircraft fire, to battle successfully with the enemy by hav- : 

: . turbosuperchargers or counter-rotating propellers. They 
ing better performance at altitude than he has, and to at- hat th dered, ‘but: theycertainly: were not: satis- 

tack without warning from altitudes where the planes are ed he they orcered pul y i 
. . ed. Removing the turbo was like cutting the heart out 

unseen and almost inaudible to persons on the ground. At ae ie 

any rate, the situation was aptly worded by a prominent 

aviation expert of another country when he stated that his The value of the turbo was made evident once and for 

country had “missed the boat.” all when General Kenney of the U. S. Army Air Forces 

The Flying Fortress is a highly publicized four-engined issued the following statement for publication: 

bomber manufactured by the Boeing Aircraft Company “America is producing the best military planes in 

of Seattle, Washington. During the early part of the war the world today ... and at high altitudes the Lock- 

a squadron of these turbosupercharged Fortresses was sent heed P-38 (Lightning) and the Republic P-47 (Thun- 

to England. The first use of a turbo in war was reported derbolt) can lick anything. There are only two hon- 

by the British Air Ministry as follows: est 400 mile an hour planes in the world, and we’ve 

“On July 24, 1942, the bomber command made the got both of them. There are only two heavy bombers 

heaviest daylight attack since the war began (on the that can operate above 30,000 feet (one could almost 

German battleships SCHARNHORST and GNEISE- say above 20,000, as European-built bombers seldom 

NAU at La Pallice, south of Brest, France) ... New get over that height); the Boeing B-17 (Flying Fort- 

tactics of aerial warfare played an all important part ress) and the Consolidate B-24 (Liberator) ... The 

... The spearhead was a formation of Flying Fort- Boeing is a 1935 model ‘souped up’ from year to year. 

resses. These great four-engined bombers arrived at Its new turbosupercharger attached to the engine has 

a fantastic height, scarcely visible and certainly in- made it a superior high-altitude plane, carrying a 

audible to anyone on the ground. In all probability, heavy bomb load at 34,000 feet. I defy the enemy to 

the scream of their bombs was the first sign that the duplicate or copy our turbo within five years.” 

Bocitigs were there: The war won’t last forever, but in all likelihood the 
By 1941, the Lockheed P-38 and the Republic P-47, in- turbo is here to stay. Long after nations have ceased 

terceptor pursuit ships, were being equipped with turbo- hurling high explosives at one another, high-flying “strato- 
superchargers, and production of them was increased as- liners” will wing their way across oceans and continents 

tronomically. It took some time for the radically new bringing foreign lands closer to our doorsteps. The future 

P-38 to prove its worth; it was regarded as something of of aviation looks very bright indeed, and very much of its 
a “flop” until it had a chance to show its stuff at high alti- brilliance is a reflection from the red-hot buckets of Amer- 

tudes, but now military men speak very highly of it. The ican turbosuperchargers. 
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'S Ss ? WHAT PIRAL-4? 
Closely following our advancing forces rolls a truck, with Another important feature of Spiral-4 is that an enemy 
Signal Corps men paying out telephone cable. There are tapping this cable—when carrier channels only are being 
no stops for splicing—for the ends of the quarter-mile _utilized—would get nothing but a jumble of sounds. 
lengths are fitted with weather-proof connectors that This new carrier type communications system is but 
snap together. one of many war products on which Western Electric 

This is Spiral-4—a new type of rubber-covered field _ engineers are working now—developing special manufac- 
cable which helps the Signal Corps establish communica- _ turing equipment and methods. This field of Engineering 
tions quickly. When connected to suitable terminal carrier for manufacture offers a wide range of opportunity to 
equipment, this Western Electric product provides three | men who are interested in the technical problems of 
telephone and four telegraph circuits in a single cable— _ production. 
about the thickness of a fat pencil—containing four 
spiralling wires. BUY WAR BONDS REGULARLY—ALL YOU CAN! 

a -. \6o-s P Western Electric "Boe 
AGES) iw peace...source oF SUPPLY FOR THE BELL SYSTEM. \v* 
“a IN WAR...ARSENAL OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT. \ ry 
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M.E. building. Her subjects now — eeet—=ERhA 

include physics, quantitative chem- - i 

istry, math 3a, and steam and gas ae . iio sae Po 

lab. Math rates highest and chem- i a 

No Pict istry lowest in her list of prefer- . 2 a S oo 

ot tener’ ences. sa a] i 

Available None of June’s relatives or ac- 4 _ ~ . 

of quaintances were enrolled in engi- 4 = | 
neering, and, consequently, she had Tt ——. — a 

Romayne no previous idea as to what the a e _— Ye i 

O’Day course would be like. Since starting if. 4 2 

her engineering training, however, ae 

June is getting quite a bit more re- oe 1 

spect for her male contemporaries, “s 

and thinks they’re o.k. She’s be- \ 

ginning to understand why “they 

wear old clothes and always draw 

pictures” (graphs, to you uninitiat- Dorothy Wilson 

ed). 

(continued from page 15) June is not decided as to whether that influenced Dorothy to accept 

chanical drawing. Of these, she she’ll remain in industry after do- the Pratt and Whitney offer. She’d 

likes physics best and chemistry ing her part to help win the war. like very much to continue in this 

least: This is partially due to her personal type of work after the war. 

After meeting so many engineers, preferences, and also to the fact We were getting pretty curious 

Romayne has decided that she'll that she feels popular feeling may about this “mechanical lab” and got 

now change her opinions about tare. against women holding men’s some idea of what goes on from 
them. She finds the males “cul- jobs when members of the armed Dorothy. 

tured, so well-rounded, and really forces return. In steam and gas lab, it is ex- 

brilliant.” (Three guesses as to ° plained by the patient (?) D. W. 

what she thought about them be- DOROTHY WILSON Nelson what engines look like, and 

fore!) Kenosha is also represented among the girls “know all about indicator 

Since journalism is really her the Wisconsin cities having girls cards, planimeters, and calibrating 

field, Romayne would like to return enrolled in the Pratt and Whitney gages.” The girls also took an en- 

to-ie aftee the war. To be Rtted for course. Dorothy is a senior math gine apart to see what made it run, 

technical journalism, a field she has major who was attracted by the of- and the mechanic said he could re- 

been considering, she comes to the fer of the industrial concern. She assemble it more quickly by himself 

wonclusion dhauie would be; wiser=fo will receive her B.A. in math in than the nine girls could. By 

specialize in engineering and have June, and previously planned to be strange good fortune, none of the 

journalism as a side line, eather a statistician. girls had the platform piston fly 

than the other way around. It was mainly her interest in math out with an accompanying oil show- 

er when calibrating the gages, 

° a which is more than we can say about 

_ all the mechanical engineers. 

JUNE DVORAK 4 ie In answer to our “leading ques- 

Racine maintains its lead in the of _ ae Dorothy ae os 

number of Pratt and Whitney stu- ‘ | |. 3 i a pretty “a “hb 6 abi : at 

dents, with the help of June Dvorak = Ae |. i : i ey aren viens ah a? oe mey 

who has her degree in psychology. ; _ _ . nave fo irs z foo ar Bern ine 

June would have gotten her mas- | - i. os es gen oF oe lease 

ter’s degree in June (confoosin’, all -—— - Foc viee me, peed he ile 

ese Joes) but snow amma finish | chanical Engineering building. 
er thesis. sagt 

One reason for June’s accepting ( 4 , ° 

the Pratt and Whitney offer is that : if ‘ oa 

she likes learning new things. It’s - - ‘7 NATALIE BERNSTEIN 

quite a distance (both figuratively ; i : Natalie is the only Pratt and 

and literally) from psychology in . Whitney student who'll be closer to 

Bascom to steam and gas lab in the June Dvorak (turn to page 30, please) 
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American Hammered Piston Rings 2 Phenolate Purification Systems 3 Pressure-treated Timber Products 4 Phenol and Tar Acids 
5 Fast’s Self-aligning Couplings 6 Tanks; Platework 7 Bituminous-base Paints 8 Valves 

The Oc¢ busi 
i at chemical indust 

A recent book on chemicals says that American chemical process which improves the octane rating of 
motorists, when they were allowed to use their low-octane gasoline. 
cars, burned enough gasoline each year to fill Koppers is also furnishing to the oil industry: plants 
Great Salt Lake twice over. Great Salt Lake is for purifying gas... piston rings . . . self-aligning coup- 
80 miles long, 20 to 30 miles wide and averages lings . . . pressure-treated timber and other products. 
18 feet deep. Koppers Company and Affiliates, Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Since oil yields only about 25% of gasoline in 

straight run distillation, this would have meant Other products Koppers supplies to the Chemical Industries are: 

fantastic overproduction of the lighter and Teen Gushagh~ Autale Wise Cal Couto © GeaGiesBlen fee 
heavier ‘‘cuts.”’ Py 

To meet this situation, the oil industry ‘‘man- ner) 
ufactures’’ gasoline by building up the lighter “3 
hydrocarbons and breaking down the heavier NI 2 PA 
ones. Normally, more than half the gasoline a . Vo, 
we burn is “‘manufactured,’’ most of it from | C2 
oil fractions that originally contained no gaso- pa 
line at all. em, 

To do this, the oil business has become one of ~ 
the greatest chemical industries in America. 

Koppers, too, is a great chemical business. KO B P E R S 
Working with coal derivatives, it is currently THE INDUSTRY THAT SERVES ALL INDUSTRY 
helping the oil industry make more 100-octane 

gasoline by furnishing coal tar benzene for a



ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING... and can place large orders with the same manufacturer to 

(continued from page 12) gain reduced prices. 

The procedure followed in estimating such a contract is The National Electrical Contractors’ Association has es- 

roughly thus: tablished a volume available to member contractors which 

The contract and specifications are carefully examined somewhat standardizes the labor hours for a particular 

to note any peculiarities of the work involved, such as ‘ype of work, as the cost of fitting 100 feet of a particular 

grounding procedure, supporting of conduit (as from rods size wire, the hours for installing a given size panelboard, 

or chains on high ceilinged factories), wire types and sizes, ete: 

class of work to be done, as dust-tight, explosion proof The primary items upon which the contractor bases his 

and/or weather proof, and just what the contractor is to price will not vary greatly from one contractor to another. 

furnish. If the contract is for inside wiring he may or The difference then in the contractor price between indi- 

may not have to provide service from the distribution line vidual contractors comes from the constant factor K which 

to the building. Such things as these must be carefully each contractor has. K is dependent upon his ability to 

noted and if any question arises in any respect consulta- foresee, to coordinate, to organize, and to maintain his 

tion with the eventual purchaser or his agents should take contracting organization in an efficient working machine. 

place. Items as the above often prove to be the difference Thus the bidding price will be the sum of the labor cost, 

between a safe margin of profit or just getting under the material cost, overhead cost, and insurance cost times the 

wire. factor K. Typical figures would run something like this, 

(based on the labor cost). 

aan aA Overhead . coeneen nen enenee LS % 

“ ue G Ss p>. | Insurance peetpaccatsmceescapecstswicsdl YO 

8 Ve i ae i Knee from 1.1 - 2.0 

ee || eo Es The organization of a contracting firm is a good indi- 

ry et ae | . hau Aaa fig ¢ cation of the factor K of each contractor. For such a firm 

oe a, a 4 a i lest Tl . is even more dependent on efficiency and speed than our 

ee et ul ga z 7 ' Tt mass production factories. Necessarily such a firm has a 

- a Js oe - -_ <a a a harder time to maintain such conditions due to the nature 

; . il f Fi 2s a | DON tar : 1 of the business. One year they may work only six or seven 

7 M (4 ee i. mA ave 1 months, another, be going full blast all year around. The 

& é if See Be SH maintenance of key personnel, therefore, is of primary im- 
= S cj all oa “ee | 4 - ie. js portance to the contractor. He must be able to assemble 

— ee = pie a i from 50 to hundreds of men in a few weeks and mold them 

ise a = into an efficient working organization. This necessitates 

is = . the maintenance of a nucleus of engineers, bookkeepers, 

accountants, supervisors, and foremen who are familiar 

with company methods and operations. For these men 

When such points have been decided and noted the ac- there is permanent employment and this is the place the 

tual estimating is begun. From the blue-prints furnished engineer will be. The contractor who is able to maintain 

the engineer makes what is known as a “quantity take- such a nucleus will have a lower factor K and thus will 

off.” That is, he determines from the prints all the mate- be able to obtain a greater amount of work. 

rial that is needed to do the job. A certain number of fit- Due to the rigid specifications of the National Electrical 

tings of a given type and size will be called for, various Code of the American Standards Association all contrac- 

sizes of conduit will be necessary, and there will be many tors are required to furnish about the same standards of 

different wire sizes, etc. These items and perhaps hun- work. Thus the whole field of contracting falls upon the 

dreds more are listed separately. Then each is priced ac- ability of the contractor to render the greatest service a’ 

cording to the market list, and the labor cost of installing the least cost. 

ees rere 2 sen Hea. Liana 2 100 Tae aon of i Sele Once the job is obtained the work really begins. I once 
rigid conduit on a 12 foot open ceiling will take an elec- . . . . 

trician 5 hours to install. Each fitting may take an hour, heard said by a man long in the business thar he con: 

a special fixture 5 hours, and a 10 circuit panel 8 hours. siders the job half over when he gets the men and mate- 

All these labor hours are added up and the contract price Hal on; the location. Perhaps nothing is Mote umportants 

: + iy: a wdent woonthien, in normal times, than getting the material on the job— 
is primarily depende p . : . 

all of it. I have seen times when the lack of a few conduit 

Material prices will not vary from contractor to con- straps or a simple coupling has held up the work of a gang 

tractor enough to influence the contract price. Of course, of 15 or 20 electricians for hours. In general practice, 

this may prove an exception on very large installations or when materials are ordered the quantity bought is 10% 

where the contractor is doing a large volume of business (turn to page 28, please) 
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CAMPUS NOTES McMahon, Robert E. n-ne, 2:53 Collins, Robert E. wo. 2.36 

. Miller, Wm. S. - 2.35 Hyland, Francis G. ecm DoBD 
hy Bill Jacobsen Morse, Dan — 221 Oleson, Merval W. ese 2.68 

TAU BETA PI INITIATES Nowak, Ved. J. .scsscccccu. 2.27 Scheets, David F. -.. 2.30 

Tau Beta Pi initiated 25 members Tschernitz, John L. wn 2.42 Shaw, John L. -- 2.32 
this month, 6 juniors and 19 sen- Young, Eugene P. 2.55 Tanghe, John H. 2.38 
iors. Summer initiation was made Civil Engineering Mechanical Engineering 
necessary due to the fact that sev- Birkett, Richard B. 2:3. Diels, Melvin F. . - 2.14 

eral students will graduate this fall. Mrazek, Stanley J. a 2.45 Kaesberg, Paul J. ..... 2.52 
Here are the names of those initi- Robeck, Gordon G. 0... 2.25 Mohr, James W. wow Del 

ated. Electrical Engineering Rowlands, Morris J. 2.58 

Juniors Baumgarth, Verlin H. 2.40 Steinhart, Victor . 2.41 

Edward. Btenner Blust, Frank A, 2.24 Wachtl, Wm. W. _. 2.38 
Preston McNall Boettcher, Harold P. —...... 2.18 Wendt, Wm. R., Jr. . 2.18 

Robert Manteufel Screen ore ce geome ire an 
= ee 

Roland Wetze : d pinions yu : 
is an tial. 

Joseph Blinka We use ee lite is essen 
Seniors q Metal where | “Ung 

Richard Mason 4 anatti ordinagy Pindle bears, 
Roy Anderson a ? rirhing On faaifeg Be of 
Wayne Garside f “ (ender, Mt An see y fF “Am S ery sapig, "PO Metyy Ken Hoffman : ievane Meta] is sap “Pactory seryjey ” ) 
Max Tauscheck Y Stresseg Ving Well f ms : > Parts ono Or man f| Phillip Charley Oona. “Machines > Le Me 
Harmon Lewis : ae : een 

: : : eeds betw' i 
Gordon Jaehnig i P extremely high panicle wise we use ; 

Thomas Swoboda 4 on and bushing on. ont hardened steel.” _a 

John Lovell ~ 'Rmpco Metal in place acco 
Harold Martin Le 

James Duddleston e . ee AMPC0 MET L James Keating First hand opinions on A 
Edward Rawson h | | bl Slain Bisman show how to solve metal problems 
John Caldwell Engineers in the machine tool industry have a very high opinion 
Charles Yundt of Ampco Metal, based on years of experience with this 
Stanley Wilk aluminum bronze as standard material. They have tested it 
Richard Hoenig under actual operating conditions and proved to their satisfaction 

that it has hidden reservoirs of strength and service. It outper- 
SOPHOMORE HIGH HONORS forms other bronzes, stands up under adverse conditions. Today 

Chemical Engineering over 90 machine tool builders use Ampco Metal as a matter of 
Brenner, Edward J. __ 2 291 course — evidence of its general acceptance by the industry. 
Fein, Richard S. 2.69 You also may have metal problems. Parts may be failing, caus- 
Fischer, David W. 2.81 ing costly production delays. You can safely profit by the 

experience of others by applying Ampco at these vital locations. 
enieul Robert J. =. - 2.73 Ampco’s strength, hardness, and wear-resistance make it highly 

Wendt, rst A. ons 2.62 desirable for use as parts material where service is severe and 
Electrical Engineering where safety depends upon unfailing performance. 

Earle, David H. 0. 2.74 Familiarize yourself with Ampco Metal and see how it produces re- 
Knight, M. Berwyn 0. 2.81 sults that reflect credit on your choice. Ask for bulle- 

Mechanical Engineering = tin, ‘“Ampco Metal in Machine Tools.’ Free on request. 

McNall, Preston E., Jr. 2.89 ve AMPCO METAL, INC. 
Rose, Lewis W. 2.97 DEPARTMENT WE-9 MILWAUKEE 4, WISCONSIN 
Young, Warren C. __.. ... 2.78 é { ¥ ¥ [Ee Sistas”  AMPEO ¢ Chemical Engineering . : Sn = 
Adams, Alfred L., Jr... 2.14 SQQy 
Blinka, Joseph — 0. 2.63 bee = : ee 4 . 
Jacky, Germaine F. 2.27 

Johann, John, Jr. 2.25 ee ee ee ec a 
Koehler, Franklin J. —.... 2.42 
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STATIC... Oh, oh, the editor’s going out pretty soon. 

(continued from page 16) e 

It isn’t such a terribly dirty joke. Coed (to doctor): “I blush so easily, Doctor. When- 

« ever I sit down and think, I blush. What can I do about 

Late to bed and early to rise it?” é . . » 
Makes a man saggy, Doctor: “Try to think aban something else. 

cee Puckett: “What is the advantage of a long pump 

e handle?” 
« 

Honest Hector Hawkins was returning answers based Harold Maye ISG GA Ree somebody te help you 

upon his family history as the medical examiner went Pump. e 

through the long list of questions furnished by the insur- He who laughs last h . 
. . e who laughs last has found a double meaning. 

ance company. His mother died at the age of 42 of tuber- ° . 

om, Ac what age did his father die? A little past 39. He: “Do you like O. Henry?” 

what? Cancer. a, te Sas 5 

“Bad family record,” said the doctor. “No use of go- Shes No, the peaiiltevalways stick iamy teeth: 

ing any further,” and he tore up the blank. 4 Q i i 

Convinced that one shouldn’t make the same mistake he } Hoan 

twice, Hector applied for a $10,000 policy with another | BS | ae 

company. Soo 4 ai Y ‘ my 

“What was your father’s age at death?” asked the | bre ! Swits 

doctor. UA dela fare we i tis cr Willy, 

“He was 96,” Hector replied. Se A gail 
“And the cause of his death?” ~ = 4 ap f — 

“Father was thrown from a pony in a polo game.” | WH | Ne pony polo g 4 <i, $ 
“How old was your mother at death?” = a a Bp = 

“She was 94.” Did you hear about the new model 1046 Keuffel and 

“Cause of death?” Esser city transit equipped with stadia hairs? 
“Childbirth.” - ° 

° STAIRS 
Aw come on, Don, let us tell it. Stairs are a contraption to transport a person from one 

* level to another. Some stairs are good stairs and carry 

Professor: “Who is smoking in the back of the room?” you up without you having to work. Those are given a 

V-12 Student: “No one, sir. That’s the fog we’re in.” special nice name and are called escalators. Other stairs 

e are lazy, and you must walk up these. Some stairs don’t 

A lady bought a parrot from a pet store, only to learn have steps. These are called elevators. Therefore, these 

that it cursed every time it said anything. She put up with are not stairs. . 

it as long as she could, but finally one day she lost her Some stairs go up, and some stairs go down. Those 

patience. which go up end at the top, and those which go down 

“If I ever hear you curse again,” she declared, “I'll end at the bottom. Some go both ways depending wheth- 

wring your neck.” er you are on the top or the bottom. Unlike stairs, esca- 

A few minutes later she remarked rather casually that lators never go both ways at once. This is no doubt still 

it was a fine day. Whereupon the parrot promptly said, another plan of the Nazis to tear down the morale of the 

“Tr’s a hell of a fine day today.” The lady immediately Americans. 

picked up the parrot by the head and spun him around Stairs are the only things which one may fall up as well 
in the air until he was almost dead. as down. This has been experimentally proved! 

“Now then,” she said, “it’s a fine day today, isn’t it?” Spiral stairs are for screwballs. This is so that they may 
“Fine day,” sputtered the parrot, “where in the hell become straightened before reaching the top;—however, 

were you when the cyclone struck?” do not worry, for whatever goes up must come down— 

2 upon reaching the bottom, the users of the stairs will have 

First M.E.: “Busy?” returned to their original condition once more. 

Second M.E.: “No, you busy?” Do YOU keep YOUR stairs in proper condition and 

First M.E.: “No.” wax your bannisters every day? Your stairs are for your 

Second M.E.: “Let’s go to class then.” convenience—use them correctly. 

e Here’s that dirty joke we wanted to tell: 

Professor: “You missed my class yesterday, Joe, didn’t 
you?” Ee ee | 

Marsh: “Not a bit, not a bit.” Ed. Note: They forgot I proofread the column. 
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Landing at 110 mph. 

hi f oi on a cushion of oil... 

_ YY LL 

eT fos 4 ee 

: : é . 606 — 

| oe. ox rN 6 rs——C—C“‘C*COCONC*i*ésC a Le 

Ue. bi Ve  =—r—_—me . ye 

2 j i ee ee 
_ 5 fe al me 

| 8 ee. How can a bomber hit the dirt at 110 mph. 
. _ 4 Wy a? without cracking up? The answer is 

[ 5 &, a partly in the design of its hydraulic 

IN’ : eee landing gear. A cushion of oil, im— 
AAW | ~ . prisoned between a cylinder and piston, 

| \ : / = . absorbs the shock. The only seal which 
Wii | ‘ 7 =~ prevents escape of the oil is the pre— 
a ee cision with which piston and cylinder 
eo ee <, : no : 
6 ee ee fit. Achieving the necessary micro— 

“or Were scopic accuracy is another of the many 
~ ways abrasives by Carborundum are 

helping to build our machines of war, 

The interior surface of the landing iam A 
gear cylinder is finished with a ea. 
honing machine, as illustrated, i Ja i. 
fitted with abrasive sticks made sO 
by Carborundum. Similar honing as ee ws 

machines are helping to produce 4 Pe Y p>, 
engine cylinders, bearing races, a i eer 4 — 
and thousands of other products a A aon. du? . 
requiring an accurately finished aoe ae 
internal cylindrical surface. a eee. ee 

ae ; Oe 
ue Vike oa 

NS SOQ > A The future holds many possibilities for 
~~ \ Ss NI a new uses of abrasives. When you take 
oS ‘n : a your place in industry, keep Carborundum 

a La a= _—. in mind. The Carborundum Company, \ 
PORN Seg = Niagara Falls, N. Y. Wo 
— .. 

~ A CARBORUNDU 
ie ON. 

Carborundum is a registered trade-mark of and indi OR mrt 
cater menufscture by The Carhorendum Company.



ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING... the two men managed to twist the digger into a seemingly 

(continued from page 24) hopeless mass at the bottom of one of the holes. 

over that estimated as necessary. This insures adequate When the contractor was informed of the accident he 

materials on hand at all times to cover breakage loss and rushed to the scene (40 miles from his home). He roused 

fittings to get around unforeseen obstacles. a welder from bed at midnight and had him get down in 

The maintenance of friendliness and a spirit of coopera- the hole to cut away the jammed parts of the digger. Then 

tion between the seller and the purchaser depends greatly they took the digger to a handy man’s machine shop in a 

upon the contractor. Nothing can do him more harm nearby town and made parts to replace those damaged. 

than to have the purchaser down on him or, as it is some- When the digger was finally repaired about 6 a.m. the 

times put, have “inspectoritis.” If ill-feeling exists the contractor took it out on the job and ran it himself until 

purchaser will be more than ever sure that specifications the regular crew arrived. 

are rigidly met. An inspector made electricians move a Many men would have simply called off the next day’s 

conduit strap 6 inches because the specifications stated that work after looking at that twisted and jammed steel in the 

conduit should be supported every 6 feet! This inspector bottom of a narrow and deep hole. But this man, using 

was later transferred to another job where he did very his ingenuity and ability, found the right man at the right 

well with other men. However, due to the lack of tact and time and was able to carry on the next day’s work without 

diplomacy of the foreman, this inspector made the work a hitch. 

doubly hard. Such occurrences are not uncommon and it Construction work is fascinating work. There is some- 

is the duty of the contractor to guard against them if he thing about the work that keeps men constantly on the 

would save his money. move from job to job as each is finished. It is surprising 

If there is any kind of a job where things are done, to hear them talk when they first meet on a job. Old 
have to be done, this is the field. Obstacles are constantly friends will meet that haven’t seen each other since they 
seeming to spring up from nowhere. On one job post were on that job down in Mexico. Or perhaps one fol- 

holes were being dug by an automatic digger operated by lowed the other from the job in Kentucky. These men 

two men unfamiliar with its mechanics. They were work- have an esprit de corps that is hard to beat. They have a 

ing overtime without supervision to dig as many holes as _ language all their own. In most cases, they are rough and 
possible in preparation for the next day’s work. The tough but they are good and surprisingly loyal and kind 

next day, a Sunday, an expensive crane was to come and_ to one another. I believe that is the sense of accomplish- 

set the frames. Due to carelessness early in the evening ment and creation that draws them so to this work. 

a 

° | regen) e ° 
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To the Young Man 
e 

Who is..... 
e 

Or who is about to... 

What we folks at home are trying to do about manufacture the more than two billion 
postwar may seem sometimes remote and pounds of aluminum that will be available 
obscure. You haven’t had much chance to get every year when this thing is over? 
acquainted with peacetime industry, and to Actually, we see the possibility of a mil- 
see it in its true role as a creative job-maker. lion jobs, doing something with aluminum 

Take our own business, Alcoa Aluminum. in peacetime, a million new jobs that did 
You know about the tremendous expan- not exist before this war. There are grand 

sion in aluminum capacity. You see most of careers ahead in aluminum! 
this seven-fold production going into the We are devoting our eighth day of think- 
planes you are going to fly, the planes that ing time to doing what we can to make those 
will be your cover on the attack. careers as certain as anything can be. We call 

But Aluminum’s true role is no more mili- it Imagineering: letting the imagination 
tary than yours is. Both of us do have an search the realm of new products and 
immediate job to do; and then, the future— new applications, and then engineering the 

Ever stop to think how many things in this dreams, the hunches, the markets, into clear 
old world are crying to be made lighter? Or paths to follow, someday. 
how many ingenious, imaginative young men Perhaps one of those paths will be yours 
are going to be needed to apply and sell and to follow in the future. 

A PARENTHETICAL ASIDE: FROM THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 

ey ALCOA ALUMINUM & @ This message is printed by Aluminum Company of America to help people to 
utr understand what we do and what sort of men make aluminum grow in usefulness. 
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(continued from page 22) and then the war decided for her vy 

home when she goes to work in the as to whether or not that was to be a 

Pratt and Whitney plant; this be- her career. She started engineering ; . 

cause her home is in New York last February and will graduate in : 2 
City. the winter of 1945. 3 j 

Natalie came to Wisconsin to get Lillian likes engineering a lot and - fe. 

out of the East, and also because thinks engineers are very gentle- 8 “< 7 ¢ 
Wiscongis lias @. good eepuration manly, especially sallots (civilians, eo a , 

for its chemistry courses. She is a please note). She’s quite accus- o ae 2 ,F 

junior this semester, and will re- tomed now to other engineers look- . ae i. < fe 

ceive her Bachelor of Science de- ing surprised and thinking she’s in oO S - ’ o oe 

gree in chemistry next June. the wrong, class. She doesn’t re- | 7 Ny ” 
Before starting college, Natalie member her own reactions, but go- y/ Ie gl ay 

seriously considered going into en- ing to school with hundreds of men | NZ i} 

gineering, but was afraid the course is run of the mill now. “f \ : 

would ‘be a little too tough for a Her subjects are those of any \ : 
girl. Now, if she were starting over, other sophomore engineer, and in- Viola White 

Natalie would enroll in engineer- clude machine shop, foundry, mae a 

ing. chine design (M.E. 41), economics like to continue working even after 

Natalie is, however, still undecid- and math 52. Just to be different she marries. And she doesn’t want 

ed about remaining in this type of Sees: ge to marry an engineer! 

work after the war. At least, she re- 2 ome Me 2S ‘ 

fuses to commit herself indefinitel 4 ke 

and says she may stay in for a while, . - * bo VIOLA: WHITE 
or until she finds something she’d : a Me, eo Viola White is an out-of-state girl 

prefer to do (meaning, until “the 4 " — | P attending the University. Her home 
right man comes along”). 4 : i ~~ is in New York, but she considers 

® a be - q that Wisconsin is pretty much 

LILLIAN FEINGOLD 4 o ’ “home” after working in Milwaukee 

Lillian Feingold, whose home is 4 — yy, for several years before deciding 

in Janesville, is the mechanical’s : et. to attend school here. 

“claim to fame” as one of the two {4 As a sophomore in electrical en- 

sophomore girls enrolled in engi- Pe ; gineering, she’s taking chemistry, 

neering. : a l e physics, drawing, and electrical en- 

Lillian spent her first two semes- a ar. ao gineering courses 1 and 51, as well 

ters up here in L. and S. and then . ve A = as lab. She likes math best, espe- 

decided to transfer to something OO ~ cially calculus, and dislikes mechan- 

more practical. She had been con- Lillian Feingold ical drawing. Viola is too busy with 

sidering engineering for some time, from the rest of you mere males, her. school work for outside activi- 

she enjoys economics, and to be ties right now. 

‘ really different, Lillian doesn’t use She enjoys working with men en- 

: GEG. use a slide rule. Although she once gineers. She worked in a govern- 

a >, mastered the use of the stick- ment office in Milwaukee before 

a ee supreme, she let the art drop and coming here to school and worked 

a _ 7 has not yet recovered its use. Ac- mainly with men. Consequently, 

ml - . cording to the gentle (?) insistence she believes the men were more 

1 : of one of her instructors, Lillian taken aback than she when she en- 

i would do well to learn its use before tered their classes. 

Pe ie \ a er the end of the semester. (The fifth None of Viola’s relatives have 

% * . ve line interested in teaching the ele- been engineers, nor have close ac- 

v a ments of the slide rule will join the quaintances, and she entered the 
~ ou fo co others around the MLE. building.) field for the best reason of all— 

‘ a Lillian has what seems like a because she finds the work especial- 

A a bee. pretty good idea for after-the-war ly interesting. For her, this is no 

a 4 a. | plans. She wants to go into the de- “duration job” and after her grad- 
bs sign of household appliances and uation in 1945, Viola would like 
4 certainly will be well equipped to to continue electrical engineering as 

Natalie ‘Beenstein enter the field. Incidentally, she’d her life work. 
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What’s h h didn’t h hat’s he got that you didn’t have? 

Aone many tHINGs already certain are endless human comforts _ begin to see what plastics can mean in the way of better houses, 
made possible by plastics ...shocs without leather...hats without _ better cars, better clothes, better food containers. . . for your child 
felt... new kinds of suit and dress materials, as well as an almost -..and for you. 
endless number of home conveniences, that “neither moth nor rust The research which has characterized both Bakrenite Corpor: 
doth corrupt.” Avion and Carpipg AND Carson Cuemicars Corporation, Units 
You, perhaps, think of plastics as substances which can be of UCC, has enabled them to show the way in the development 

molded into articles such as the toy in the child’s hand... or into and application of plastics and resins. 
a telephone hand set... or colorful kitchen ware. But imagine be- Resins and plastics, developed during the years before the war, 
yond that. Imagine man-made materials which can be made as are proving of extreme importance in essential activities of today. 
strong, pound for pound, as metal... or which can be spun as fine Baxerre and Vinyuire resins and plastics help to insure the un- 
as the most delicate fibers. Imagine substances which can be made failing performance of battleships, aircraft, and tanks. They also 
as clear as crystal... or as colorful as the rainbow .. . as elastic and extend the service life of military clothing and equipment, and 
flexible as rubber... or as rigid as stone. hospital and surgical supplies. They are serving on all fronts. 

Imagine materials which can be made acid-resistant or weather- These resins and plastics, and the new uses for them which are 
resistant... shrink-proof, warp-proof, insect- or mold-proof. Im- being developed today, will be important in the peace to come. 
agine materials which are new substances in themselves, and which They are among the things which will make a better world for you. 
also transform familiar substances like wood, cloth, paper, leather, 
and even glass into new and more useful materials. Then you will BUY UNITED STATES WAR BONDS AND STAMPS 

30 East 42nd Street [3 New York, N. Y. 

Principal Products and Units in the United States 

ALLOYS AND METALS CHEMICALS INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE PLASTICS 
Electro Metallurgical Company Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Corporation The Linde Air Products Company Bakelite Corporation Haynes Stellite Company ELECTRODES, CARBONS AND BATTERIES The Oxweld Railroad Service Company _Plastics Division of Carbide and Carbon United States Vanadium Corporation National Carbon Company, Inc. The Prest-O-Lite Company, Inc. Chemicals Corporation
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1. Wann PCCCP ECC 
19. Doctor of Divinity 156 E 55 ery | i | and 

20. ‘Andes forth Pll eo) | he I ane 
2 Abt cer Cer ee 
23. Edibles 5 i Pp P NILES 

26. Ending of a prayer | ae a 
2 Soa POPC ee 
34, Fastened « FLPLMPLETTT PY on ml 34, Fastened by means of pointed bits P| ” = 

fs PT Pe 35. Proverbial gal who likes to leap_ : L. i : 

36. American ‘Society of Mechanical f° || [i HT "| YY tt 
ane ; 56. Nickname for Delbert ee fl {| Ltt 

39. Consider a rar me 
41. On the lee side 2 o4 

ee oe i Pt 
of” ea ae hhc ee 
toa eer a ee 47. Hawaiian food + fe a = 

1: Dine ee os PCCP Ee CEE TCE 
51. Last name of engineer who was 7 me 6 rPeereeer| 

“ident of “W" club PET ae | president of clu = [| Te A 

53. This one’s a bargain ae ae 
56. Divorce center of the nation 

57. Abbreviation of each . 

59. Lively signers 50. Chemical symbol for most potent 

63. Threat 124. Windowshade poison known . 

64. Nickname of No. 1 American pilot 125. Nickname of British Westland tail- 52. You could hold many of these in 

from World War I less fighter plane of some 5 years your hand 

66. Skunks and Thermo exams ago 54. Bustle 

68. Rhode Island VERTICAL 55. To follow: . 

69. Not legal 1. Cow juice with high fat content 56. One of two or ‘more chemicals 

70. A dank hole used for punishing in- 2. Old-time breakfast cereal from fa- which react in a mixture 

nocent victims, such as the physical vorite horse food 58. Didn’t feel good 

chemistry lab. 3. What all autcs must be before be- 60. Mimic 

73. Civil Engineers’ Organization. ing driven 61. Education Division of Army Nurses 

74. Seines 4. Abbreviation for loan 62. Bestowed excessive affection 

76. A favorite pastime of engineers on 5. A long fish 65. Grazing animal’s favorite food 
State Street on Saturday night 6. A thing which too many people do 67. To put front on shoes again . 

77. Recommended 7. Frequently 68. Russian city in which we predict 

81. Carries out 8. Musical note that peace terms will be signed 

83. The abbreviation written most dur- 9. Vacated 71. Name of famous American sena- 
ing registration 10. How much meat can be obtained tor 

84. What must be done to the jokes be- when your points are used up 72. Ripe old age 

fore they are sent to the printers 11. Lead 75. Book by Booth Tarkington 

86. A village in England 12. Form of be 78. Type of poem 

87. In place of 13. Whorled 79. Iron with carbon content between 

89. Form of be 14. To publish a periodical two and four per cent 

90. Printer’s measure 15. Something which actors call tem- 80. Drawn steel 

91. A state of temporary ary in the erent ets : 82. ier h 

genus homo sapiens brought about 16. All cars carry a symbol of this on 85. Uncouth person 

by excessive partaking of fluids of the window 89. See too 

the organic CH:OH group 22. Initials of a great American presi- 91. Bart of . . 

94. Also dent 92. Soldier’s entertainment organiza- 

95. Latin for “and” 23. That is tion 

96. Our good neighbors 24. A common way of shipping hay 93. Gotten if you fall on your hip, — 

98. Tools used for tilling the soil 25. Period of time = ; 

100. Federal agency engaged in aircraft 27. Person named after someone else - pate stand 
research 29. Unhappy 97. Like 

102. A simplified form of most assuredly 30. Troubles 99. The star of “This Gun for Hire” 
103. What we have all done at some time 31. A girl’s name, forever linked with 101. Felines 

or another apple cider 104. One of the best ways of getting rid 

105. Robert Fulton’s pride and joy 33. Students chasing around with tran- 63 e exces food 

108. Annex sits - Rippe 

110. Largest group of engineers 37. Lay-out 107. Against 

111. A prop for the nether regions 40. Nickname of “The perfect fool” 109. Money you owe 

113. Command 41. Luckiest person in the world 112. Beverage which comes in bags 

114. Not one of two 43. Understood 115. Common suffix . 

117. Came in 45. Engineer’s first degree from post- 116. Reserve Line Engineers 

119. Supposedly grad work 118. Rock Island 
122. Abbreviation for load 46. To approbate 120. Symbol for tin 

123. American Institute of Naval De- 48. Upon 121. Abbreviation for year
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